Felina’s scrawls 11
The rogues could not give us much info though. Local scum hired by a magically disguised
person…. One little bit of useful info is the name of the local guild master (the hammer).
They also gave time and place of rendezvous with their employee. We decide not to delay our
trip and move on.
We decide to travel at night and rest at day to get rid of the birds that are still following us.
The first day it almost works while we are hiding in a small pass. One of the birds had to
come close to find us. At least now we have seen one of the birds Kendalan is talking about.
The following day we camouflaged the wagon in some bushes. The bird that lands to take a
closer look is chased away by the arcane wolf sounds created by Reed.
Reed is not herself sometimes. Some think she is telling prophecies at that time. I think…
well, let’s see what comes out. These are the latest riddles:
Whom is the sky looking for
Whom are bones recalled
Whom is the silent strike
Whom is who he seems?
Truth is this
listen not to elven grief
pass through dwarven greed
haste by halfling green
The Dark Bridge does loom
From utter darkness to deepest despair
Learn the Truth to stop the doom
Though knowledge has a price to bear
More than insight is near,
but only perfection will safeguard life
if it is seen by other eyes, I fear
shadow will be the worst strive
Well, there was a creature in the sky from the utter darkness…. It has more to do with the
book than the riddles, I guess. The demonic creature is measuring our strength it seems. Reeds
magic comes through, at least for a part, and Nethander is threatening it in its own language.
Normal weapons did not do anything, so we have to find (or make) better ones. Grimwald
thinks he can provide us with silver weapons that will hurt a demon. Nethander provides us
with a lot of silver.

